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ADVOCACY

NUCA will be recognized as the authoritative 
voice of the utility construction and excavation 
industry at the federal and state level.

2019 STRATEGIC PLAN OVERVIEW

Our Strategic Plan is a dynamic, living blueprint for advancing the utility construction and excavation industry and our association. It is 
reviewed annually by the Board of Directors. Each of the five core strategic goals or objectives below is accompanied by corresponding 
programs and initiatives necessary to accomplish each goal during the calendar year. These core objectives are also prioritized in our 
annual budget, including staff resources. Our aim is to create a high-performing, member-driven association that measurably advances  
the industry and the profitability of our members. This strategic plan supplements NUCA’s ongoing member services with our most 
urgent priorities.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

NUCA will provide members with  
educational resources that are relevant, 
up-to-date, of high quality, easy to use, 
accessible, and affordable.

MEMBER AND CHAPTER ENGAGEMENT

NUCA will build a strong collaborative  
relationship with members and chapters.

•  Coordinate federal lobbying efforts with chapter lobbying programs to more  
efficiently drive legislative and regulatory success.

•  Strengthen NUCA’s grassroots lobbying program to expand our name recognition 
and influence on Capitol Hill and among federal agencies. Make it easy for  
volunteers to support this effort.

•  Rebuild the national Clean Water Council coalition.

•  Double NUCA/PAC revenues in 2019.

•  Selectively expand and update NUCA University educational content based  
on current member needs and preferences.

•  Produce education and training resources that can be offered at the  
chapter level.

•  Provide guidance to NUCA chapters regarding the availability of federal  
vocational training resources.

•  Contact every member in 2019 and conduct regular member surveys.

•  Provide every chapter with an annual NUCA update.

•  Increase the number of member participants on NUCA committees.

•  Jointly develop and promote new member service programs in partnership  
with chapters.

•  Build a close working relationship between national committees and  
chapter committees.

•  Launch initiative to better serve trenchless contractors with designated  
staff resources.

2019 STRATEGIC GOALS 2019 STRATEGIC PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES



ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH AND  
PRODUCTIVITY

NUCA will increase organizational strength  
and efficiency to generate the resources  
and processes necessary to bring added  
value to members.

OUR FUTURE WORKFORCE 

NUCA will attract and develop new  
entrants to the industry by improving  
the image of the industry and  
providing educational opportunities.

•  Enhance recruitment and retention policies, strategies and tactics to gain  
real growth in contractor membership, with a stretch goal of 5% net growth  
in contractor membership in 2019.

•  NUCA will charter three new chapters in 2019.

•  Enhance governance and administration functions to improve the efficiency 
(quality) and productivity (quantity) of member services.

•  Support organizations and public events that promote industry career 
opportunities.

•  Share workforce recruitment and development programs and success stories 
with NUCA chapters and the broader industry. 

•  Provide industry-specific vocational scholarships. 

•  Create informational “Career Path Guides” for our industry.
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